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Climate modeling and the exposure 
of US residential real estate

Ben Brookes, VP Consulting Services, RMS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce myselfBen Brookes, VP of consulting services at RMSDone many roles at RMS, all have been exploring the usage of data and analytics across emerging market opportunitiesIntroduce RMSWe provide the data and analytics around climate and catastrophe risk that power the property catastrophe insurance industryRMS models cover 90% of global property insurance premiums We model everything from climate to quake to terror to pandemic(if you have a meaningful portfolio exposure in CA, quake is quite possibly your biggest natural disaster problem!)Our data is used to make billions of dollars of underwriting, capital management, risk transfer decisions every dayIf you’ve ever bought home insurance in the US, its highly likely your house has been through one of our models in its journey through the insurance value chainMention Moody’sI used to describe RMS as one of the most interesting firms you’ve never heard of, but I think I’ll have to change that description as just last week we were acquired by Moody’s, so we’re really excited to move forward to the next chapter of growth and explore the combined insights we can provide together across the market
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Understanding the uncertainties of Climate Change

• Scientific consensus is easier to 
determine in some cases

• For some perils, there is a very high 
degree of uncertainty

• The interplay of climate change and 
human behavior is all important

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are numerous “threats”, but our collective understanding of the science of climate change is evolving all the time.  This slide attempts to quantify where we know there are climate change impacts on severe weather, and where those impacts are much less certain.It is also critical to understand, and model, how human interaction in the built environment is driving risk now and in future. It is probably fairly obvious that sea level rise is likely to result in more flooding.  But we as humans also tend to want to live in the most attractive coastal areas (e.g Miami).  At the other end of the spectrum, there is much less consensus that severe weather such as tornados and hail is increasing due to climate change.  We may hear about them more due to 24/7 news coverage, and the losses may be greater due to where we choose to live and how we choose to build – but the actual evidence that climate change is causing these increases is still fiercely debated. But, we do know that one of the clearest signals of climate impact is with the peril of flood.  
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1 in 100

1 in 50

Roughly two-thirds of residential flood loss goes uninsured

$60bn
Total

$41bn
Uninsured

$45bn
Uninsured

$8bn
NFIP

$12bn
NFIP

$11bn
Private cover

$18bn
Private cover

$75bn
Total

Source: RMS insured and economic loss analysis, 2021.  Figures rounded for presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which is a challenge, since flooding is also subject to a huge protection gap in the united states.The chart here shows how total economic property losses from flood are likely to be shared based on today’s flood riskOnly around a third of these are covered – by NFIP, and some growing private flood insuranceAt more extreme return periods, levels of loss not yet seen, homeowners will be having to absorb more than $40bn of loss.  To put this in context, the loss seen for Ida recently was around $15bn economic loss, This makes Ida the sort of event we should expect to see every 5-10 years, and more frequently in future.   the NFIP will pick up roughly 4-6bn of that, with private markets picking up around $5-$8bn.   We may get into discussion later as to why this protection gap exists, but for now, suffice to say there is significant uninsured risk, with flood losses therefore most likely sitting with the homeowner, and in the worst cases, flowing through to the mortgage market if the borrower has to default
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Combination of hazard and vulnerability modeling to generate monetary losses and/or impact
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1. Define 
events
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hazard
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damage
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loss
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The Physics of Climate and Catastrophe Risk

• Large catalogue of 
simulated events

• Each event has an 
assigned frequency

Resampling of events to 
match future hazard 
patterns

5. Quantify 
climate change 
adjusted loss

Climate 
Change 
Analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s how we think about modeling these risks, and how we get to insights at the level of specific asset loss and disruption probabilitiesWe start by building robust and extensive event sets, which model 100’s of 1000’s of possible events, now and in the future.  This all starts from first principles, we take global circulation models, climate modelsWe downscale and augment these to create highly detailed models of the physical phenomenaIncludes modeling precipitation, runoff, river levels & discharges, inundation, flood defenses and extentsNext we think about exposure – what is located where?  This can be a user input – perhaps you know what properties you have and where they are?  Or it can be an RMS input, using datasets that we’ve developedThen we look at vulnerability – given a flood depth, ah specific asset react?  What loss ratios will be caused?We have thousands of detailed relationships between hazard and damage for different types of assetsThen we look at modeling that loss through financial structures.  Perhaps that’s an insurance contract, or series of insurance contracts.  Perhaps it’s a mortgage structure, or set of associated cashflowsAt the end of this process, we produce hard metrics for impact - $ lost, days of disruption, which can be used to model downstream impacts such as mortgage default or asset value impactsClick for animationTo look at possible future climate outcomes, choosing the well established Representative Concentration Patthways (RCP) scenarios as our basisWe look at how each of these RCP scenarios describes global climate variablesThen we “resample” the RMS event sets to capture the realm of possible future outcomes in these different climate scenariosIn this way, we generate future ”climate change conditioned” models which can help us understand impacts today, and in 5-year increments out to the end of the century, across the different RCPs This consistency of modeling is really important – you can run current and future climate change perspectives without remodeling whole portfolios, and get rapid insights into how the risk and the uncertainty might changeThis approach is also highly adaptable – as regulators set requirements (and these are inevitably varied in their demands) you can choose different climate scenarios to respond to different requests.  
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Core Competency:  We Understand How Specific Assets React

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is not enough to know simply whether somewhere will be flooded, you need to understand how a given asset will be impacted.  Many thousands of vulnerability curves relating flood height to damage and disruptionThe presence of basements will increase your risk even to shallow floodingFirst floor height is important, as an elevated property could be above flood depths, reducing the riskGround elevation – as flood is such a high gradient perilAnd any mitigation efforts or flood defenses, both temporary and local, or major regional infrastructure investments – we’ve collected the largest database of US Defenses as part of our model development efforts since most of this is not publicly available. Of course you may not know this information (yet) – so our models are able to predict what a structure is likely to be using regionally defined averages and assumptions if you don’t know. Some background on the image on right: Architectural business designed this for themselves. It’s built in a very flood-prone area, and they call it The Ark. Built to withstand 500 year flood. We will see much more of this resilience being planned and built into the urban environment going forwardshttps://www.goskagit.com/scnews/news/ark-designed-to-survive-floods-quakes/article_aedb886a-fcc3-11e8-ad68-ff4faddf7e7e.html (photo by Gregory S. Walsh)
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Policy Holders

Opportunities to better understand climate risk
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Stakeholder Impact/Risk How RMS flood models help
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many stakeholders in this challengefrom policy holders to financial services…important to note the interconnectionsand how a consistent view of risk can help illuminate.Our metrics used for everything from policy holder educationTo insurance pricing and risk transferTo government, national and local, planning & mitigationTo financial markets now scrutinising this challengeHow exposed is a book of business, and how might that change in future given the ~30yr term of a typical mortgage Hopefully that’s given you some insight into how we think about the challenge of understanding risk, my colleague Becky Leeper will be diving into some of the use cases in a little more detail on a later panel.  For now tho, I’ll hand back to Mickey.   Thanks! 
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